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The Uses and Limits of Bridge Pricing in the San 
Francisco Bay Area 

Jerome M. Kuykendall, Golden Gate Bridge, Highway and Transportation District, San Francisco 

In the San Francisco Bay area there are two major 
travel corridors that cross bridges and therefore lend 
themselves to bridge pricing. They are the San 
Francisco -Oakland Bay Bridge and the Golden Gate 
Bridge. At the Bay Bridge, exclusive lanes for buses 
and car pools have been in operation through the con-
gested toll plaza since December 1971. These exclusive 
priority lanes had the incentives of a 5-min time advan-
tage and a 40-cent/d (commuter ticket price) toll saving.' 
This resulted in doubling the number of car pools from 
1000 to 2000 during the 6:00 to 9:00 a.m. peak period. 
The average automobile occupancy increased by about 
8 percent while the number of bus passengers showed 
no measurable difference. The total number of vehicles 
using the bridge during the peak period remained un-
changed at about 23 000. In other words, the bridge was 
able to carry more people with the same number of 
vehicles. 

In May 1972, in order to meet bond indenture require-
ments, it was necessary to reimpose some sort of toll 
on the car-pool vehicles. This was done by means of 
a car-pool card that had a cost prorated at $1.00/month 
($0.05/day). The result of this was to eliminate 230 
car pools (10 percent) and move about 400 car-pool 
vehicles back into the' nonpriority lanes. 

In March 1975, the bonds were paid off and car pools 
that used the priority lane reverted to toll-free status. 
This resulted in an increase of 240 car pools above those 
counted in October 1974, shortly after Bay Area Rapid 
Transit (BART) began service across the bay. Table 1 
provides a history of how volumes of traffic and auto-
mobile occupancies have changed during the time the 
car-pool lane has been in operation. Note that, in Octo-
ber 1975, peak-period traffic was about the same as it 
had been in early 1972, ,shortly after the car-pool lane 
had begun operation. 

With the recent passage of Assembly Bill 664, the 
Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC), the 
regional planning organization, has been given the power 
to set tolls on San Francisco Bay's state-owned bridges. 
MTC is now considering the importance of its new re- 

sponsibility. Since the Bay Bridge corridor is multi-
modal, the options for bridge pricing are particularly 
interesting. MTC's ability to formulate a pricing policy 
in view of the multiple agencies and interests will also 
prove interesting to those concerned with transportation 
pricing programs and policies. 

The Golden Gate Bridge, Highway, and Transportation 
District is unique in that it is a single entity that pro-
vides multimodal service through a single corridor. The 
only reasonable travel alternatives from the North Bay 
counties to San Francisco are to use the Golden Gate 
Bridge District's bus or ferry systems or to go by auto-
mobile over the Golden Gate Bridge through its toll 
gate. 

Bridge pricing as a policy alternative and operating 
tool has only recently become a matter of serious con-
sideration. Previously, travel behavior was influenced 
primarily through regulation of available transit. That 
is, very convenient, comfortable, and inexpensive tran-
sit was provided to reduce automobile travel, and then 
transit growth was restrained to maintain a desired bal-
ance. 

Because of increasing transit operating costs, ways 
of increasing Golden Gate Bridge District revenues be-
came important in early 1975. Revenue generation de-
veloped into interest in multimodal pricing, including 
bridge pricing. The Golden Gate Bridge District has set 
about developing, through its consultants, McDonald and 
Smart, Inc., a multimodal pricing policy simulation 
model to aid in comparing alternative futures. The proj - 
ect is federally funded and is also being considered for 
adoption in the Oakland-Bay Bridge corridor. 

There are therefore two major corridors in which 
bridge pricing can be used as a tool to influence auto-
mobile and transit use. In addition, work has begun to 
permit the technical evaluation of alternatives. The 
question is whether bridge pricing will ever be used. 

When the Golden Gate Bridge District went through 
a series of three public hearings on raising tolls and 
transit fares, there was opportunity to receive some 
public input on the concept of bridge pricing. Unfortu- 

Table 1. Vehicles crossing the Bay Bridge westbound, all lanes, 6:00 to 9:00 a.m. 

Date Condition 

Car Pools 

Number Occupancy 

Total Vehicles 

Automobile 
Number 	Occupancy 

November 1971 ,Before car-pool lane was put in. operation 1140 3.47 23 000 1.33 
March 1972 After car-pool lane had started (free pas- 

age for car pools) 	 , 2280 3.53 23 000 1.44 
May 1972 With car-pool card (50/d) for car-poollane 2050 3.55 23 000 1.43 
July 1974 During transit strike - - 24 100 1.75 
September 1974 After transit strike and before BART 

started 2220 3.92 23 000 1.49 
October 1974 After BART started 1800 3.57 21 800 1.42 
April 1975 After free passage for car pools was 

restored 2040 3.61 21 900 1.43 
October 1975 One year after BART began operation 2220 3:47 22 600 1.44 

'Three or more persons pet automobile 
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nately, the hearings were so heated emotionally on so many 
issues that clear reading was not possible. Nevertheless, 
it appeared that the public was suspicious of the concept. 
Although giving certain travelers (i.e., cars with three 
or more passengers) free passage was usually considered 
acceptable, putting a surcharge on single-occupant cars 
was often considered discrimination and as unconstitu-
tional and undesirable as wiretapping. Politicians 
seemed particularly vulnerable to such arguments. 

Through an effective pricing policy, the Golden Gate 
District could financially support a balanced and inte- 

grated transportation system. Without an inventive pric-
ing policy, the district cannot as effectively influence 
automobile and private car or van poolers. It must rely 
on highly attractive transit systems to control automobile 
use and balance its systems. In the end, the Golden Gate 
Bridge District may not be able to generate enough rev-
enue to support its operations. 

The key to moving forward is widespread public dis-
cussion of the potential benefits that a pricing policy can 
produce when it is properly integrated with an overall 
transportation strategy. 

Implementating a City Congestion-Pricing 

Demonstration: Overcoming the Hurdles 

Thomas Higgins, Public Policy Analyst 

I first became interested in the pricing of roads during 
congested periods while I was doing transportation policy 
analysis for the California legislature in 1975. I did 
several studies for the legislature on various types of 
transit systems and became convinced that none of the 
systems examined— automated guideways, demand-
responsive modes, various rail systems—had much po-
tential for alleviating congestion or pollution unless it 
was coupled with some form of restraint on the auto-
mobile. 

As a result, I was drawn to the work of the Urban 
Institute, which was examining the possibility of demon-
strating an efficient restraint measure— congestion pric-
ing. Since I joined the Urban Institute as a consultant, 
one of my main responsibilities has been to assess the 
feasibility of demonstrating an areawide or corridor-
pricing scheme in some western cities. As a result of 
my assessment work in Seattle, Portland, Berkeley, and 
San Francisco, I have formed certain suggestions and 
hunches on the issues of demonstrating congestion 
pricing. 

CONCERNS ABOUT CONGESTION 
(OR ROAD) PRICING 

The scheme that the Urban Mass Transportation Admin-
istration (UMTA), through its Service and Methods 
Demonstration Program, is hoping to demonstrate is 
one that covers a congested area or zone rather than a 
particular corridor (such as a bridge) or a spot (such as 
an arena). Thus, in talking with decision makers, plan-
ners, and so on, I and others at the Urban Institute have 
discussed the use of window stickers to regulate peak-
hour use of primarily single-occupant vehicles moving 
into, within, and across a congested zone (the areawide 
approach) or just across the zone cordon (cordon ap-
proach). Typically we have discussed the possible ap-
plication of the scheme for at least $1.60/d. We have 
stressed that UMTA can help to provide transit to the 
zone to take up diverted demand; explained the use of 
revenues to directly compensate the poor or other ad-
versely affected parties; pointed to Singapore to reas-
sure cities that enforcement is possible; argued that the 

impacts on business interests are uncertain but that busi-
ness might benefit from the scheme, as seems to be the 
result with automobile -free zone sin Europe; and offered 
UMTA demonstration assistance to pay for site -specific 
designing and planning work, the stickers, enforcement 
staff, and evaluation study to accompany any demonstra-
tion. Thus far we have created some interest, but we 
have also uncovered many concerns. 

Congestion may not be sufficiently bothersome to 
motorists or decision makers to justify what, at first 
glance, looks like an approach that has many uncertain 
effects. Also, congestion in some cities is worse on 
arteries that lead into the central business district (CBD) 
than it is in the CBD itself, in which case areawide or 
cordon schemes might not be best. 

The effects on business are uncertain, but business 
is sure to object, particularly parking interests. Like-
wise, the poor, packed onto transit vehicles (even im-
proved transit vehicles) will undoubtedly be angered as 
the lone rich drive by in automobiles. 

UMTA probably cannot sufficiently improve tran-
sit into the zone through capital and operating grants. 
Revenues will be generated from the scheme, but perhaps 
not enough or quickly enough to do the job, in which case 
the peak-hour loading problem of transit use is exacer-
bated. 

Being the first U.S. city to implement the concept 
would be difficult because of unforeseen failures and side 
effects. For example, the Singapore corridor scheme 
relies on mailing citations. It is doubtful that would work 
here. 

COPING WITH PRICING CONCERNS 

I would like to suggest some ideas for coping with these 
concerns of localities and making implementation of an 
UMTA pricing demonstration more likely. Some sugges-
tions relate to what we need to start doing and others to 
what we need to stop doing. 

First, we need to recognize that the problems of im-
plementing a congestion -pricing demonstration will not 
be overcome by continued talk of efficiency, optimization, 


